
 
 
 
Title:  Silly Songs 
Grade:  K-2 
 
Overview:  Students feed word coins to Jack the Jukebox. When all four words with 
the displayed blend sound have been inserted, Jack sings a song featuring those and 
other words with the same blend sound. 
 
 
My Learning Objectives: 
Recognize initial consonant blends 
Build vocabulary with words beginning with consonant blends 
 
 
DISCOVER MODE 
 

1. Click the Jukebox to advance to the Silly Songs Activity from the Main Room. Jack the 
Jukebox asks you to feed him word coins to learn about blend sounds. 

2. Two buttons with consonant blend sounds are displayed on Jack's tummy. Click a 
word coin and it identifies itself. Drop the word coin into Jack’s mouth and the word 
and picture appear in Jack's display window as Jack says the blend sound and then 
the word. The word now appears under the corresponding Blends button, illuminating 
one light. The display window clears. 

3. Click the Blends button to hear the sound again. Click the word at any time to hear and 
see it appear in the display window, along with its corresponding picture. 

4. Once you feed Jack four coins with the same blend sound and all the lights are lit, Jack 
sings the song for that beginning blend. The lyrics appear in the display window above, 
and the words highlight as they are sung. 

5. Feed Jack all the word coins to hear both songs. 
6. Click the Orange button to get new word coins. 
7. Click the character in the picture frame for Question and Answer Mode, or click Bailey 

to return to the Main Room. 
 
QUESTION AND ANSWER MODE 
 

1. Click the character in the picture frame for the Question and Answer Mode. Kristi the 
Koala asks you to feed Jack word coins. Please feed Jack word coins that begin with 
this sound, bl. 

2. Click a word coin that begins with the sound and drop it into Jack's mouth. 
- If you feed Jack the correct coin, he says the blends sound and then the word. The 
word "glue" now appears under the Blends Button. 
- If you feed Jack the wrong coin, he says the word associated with the picture and the 
coin returns to its position on the background. 



 
3. After successfully finding all four words, Jack sings the special song featuring that 

sound. The lyrics appear in the display window above, and the words highlight as they 
are sung. Kristi shows off her cute dance moves. 

4. Kristi pushes the orange button Ready to play again? A new Blends Sound appears 
along with eight new word coins. 

5. Click the empty frame to go back to Discover Mode, or click Bailey to return to the Main 
Room. 

 


